


This is the start of your building of the U.S.S. Enterprise, I am starting from the top most section, the Bridge dome and  
working down through to the sensor dome at the bottom and then the secondary hull and finishing up with the warp engines.

Were going to start using the Lightwave´s layers a feature this is very handy when building any model, simply because you 
can build a part of a model and before you start adding detail to it, you can copy the piece you are happy with and paste into  
the following layer and work away, knowing that your original is safely stored in the previous layer.  

I have changed back the Top-Right View-port  from the bottom blueprint view to perspective viewing, we don´t need the 
bottom blueprint at the moment and can use view-port to see how the Bridge develops in 3d. 

                                                                                    1. Bridge Dome:
                                                                                    2. Bridge:
                                                                                    3. Bridge Tear-Drop:



The Bridge Dome
For the dome were going to use the Primitives Tools located in the Side Bar Tools near the top, now select Ball or press you 
can press Shift + O on the keyboard to activate it, place your cursor in the center of the grid cross-hair and with the RMB 
pressed drag out to the side.

With Ball Tool selected place the cursor in the top view-port center and drag the cursor in any direction outward and you 
will see a disc shape develop as you go, press Ctrl so that the disc is perfectly round, this may take some practice to get use 
too.

While the Ball Tool is still active go to the Front View-Port and drag the disc downward (with the RMB pressed) and the 
ball shape will form. Note: You know an object is active by the blue controls guides at the sides.



You can also press (n) on your keyboard while the ball is active to open numerical options. I want this model look good for 
close up shots and I assume you do too, we will need to alter the Sides (3) and the Segments (4), each has 24 sides and 12 
segments by default.

The Numeric Option is a very handy feature.
 

I am going to suggest for the Sides to have 60 and for Segments to have 40 most will be deleted in a moment as all we need 
is the portion of the ball.  

Most modern PCs can handle a lot more Polygon´s now, so enjoy as this model will not get too big in that sense.



Now we will select the Polygon surface we do not need and delete them.

With your Left Mouse Button pressed draw a line around the area to be deleted. We will also see the a blueish line grow 
behind the mouse cursor as you move the cursor around. 

Then you will see the area is highlighted and can be deleted,  ensure that none of the Polygons above the Bridge line are 
deleted as they will be seen later. you will end up with gaps, these are sometime fixable but why have the hassle.

Once the lower section is deleted we will start on the Bridge itself and we will be using 2 New Tools, it can be done using 
the Ball Tool again and tweaked into shape, but I would like you to see other modeling tools and I think a little quicker.



Before we go to the next layer to build the Bridge, let use make sure that the dome is sitting on the grid cross-heirs. 

Press F2 which will Centralize the dome over the grid. The dome will disappear from all but the Top View-Port (as we are 
looking down on it) the object will have dropped down to sit in the center of the grid where you will find it again.

Press (a) on your keyboard to see it or you can zoom out using the magnifying glass icon so that you see the complete  
model. Once done move it back up to it proper position, using the Move command or press (t) on the keyboard to activate it. 

Pressing Ctrl while moving it back up into place will constrain the objects movement, so in effect it won´t move from side 
to side taking it back out of our desired position, do this action from the Front or Side View-port.  Move is found under 
Modify in the Top Bar Options



You can name this object now via the  Surface Options in the Bottom Bar Options or keyboard letter (q), First select the 
object in Polygon mode press (q) type in the surface name 0001 Main Bridge Dome or something like that. I like to used 
numbers in the name so it has a sequence listing rather than a random one so I can find later the surface without to much  
search time.

Changing surface name and color.

1: Press (q) as already indicated. 2: Type a name into the field – 0001 Main Bridge Dome. 3: Press the color pallet icon

4: Select the basic color.  5: Press OK to confirm on the pallet. 6: Press OK to confirm on the change surface option.

I will restore the surface color back to Grey for the remainder of the model



Press F5 to open the surface editor 

You will see the new surface name listed, over to the right sides are the setting that make a model come alive, color you can 
see is that pinky red, you can see the letter T indicated by the Red Arrow, that is where you can load your textures. 

Lower down you can see Smoothing option, this should be active and because I have given enough Sides or Segments the 
Smooth threshold should be fine when set to 10.0º, from here you can also set how luminous the surface should be. 

I will not show this again for each object, but you can name each object as you build it saving you the need to go back over  
the model later and having to select and rename. I will give ideas of what I will call surface parts for each major section.

Now for the Bridge
We are going to use a tool called Spline Draw, it is located under the Create Options. I am building this in the next available 
layer in this case the 3rd Bridge dome in the 2nd layer.

Starting in the center of the Bridge where you see the first point, moving the spline forward and following the curve around  
Right Mouse Button clicking in a new Points as you go around, finishing somewhere below the Tear-Drop shape.  Once 
done, finish it by pressing Make or press your Return key (ret). 

Note: you can see the black wire-frame of the Bridge dome in the 2nd layer, while you have the 3rd layer active click RMB in 
the lower half of the layer icon and you will then see the wire-frame appear. RMB – right mouse button



When you have that done, select the first point (image above) and press (v) to open a new tool called Set-Value and ensure 
that you have the option set to Z-axis so that the point will be sitting on the central grid line on the Z- axis. 

Now in Polygon Mode select the complete Spline Curve and again press (v) on the keyboard and this time set the option on 
the X-axis. 

If you got very close to the grid point and X-axis line and very little appeared to happen, if so, good!. But it would do no 
harm to experiment with these tools.

Now its time to use the final tool for this part of this approach to the Bridge, the Lathe Tool.



To Lathe the Spline just follow this sequence above.
                                                                             1. Multiply
                                                                             2. Lathe (shift + L)
                                                                             3. Polygon mode 
                                                                             4. Press (n) to open the Numeric Tool 
                                                                             5. Sides (24 sides is the default) 
                                                                             6. X-axis 
                                                                             7. End angle set for 360º.

I want to change that default (1) sides from 24 to 60, once done Make the object, the Bridge surface could be facing inward, 
to correct this press the small case (f) on your keyboard.  



You can find the Flip option (f) under the Top Bar Tabs under the Detail option.

Final touch, I selected these Polygons.

Which you can see under the Bridge Dome to the area I want to Merge in this image.



Now Merge the Polygons, you can do this via the keyboard short cut by first pressing Shift + Z or by looking under Details 
on the Top Bar Tabs and under Polygons.

Final  step,  in  Points  Mode Bottom Bar Options press  (w) on your  keyboard and a new window opens select  the (0) 
Polygons and delete them. You will/could repeat this Polygon and point removal in other areas that are not going to be seen, 
the lower sensor dome is another place where this can be done.

I would give this the Surface (q) name: 0002 Main Bridge. where I gave it a yellow color via the surface editor to illustrate. 

I will restore the surface back to a basic Grey later, I will not be showing this in every chapter and I will leave the other  
surfaces for you to name as you think best, I will give a hint on some of the main surfaces.

Before going on and I may have mentioned this before. This model is been built without considering textures for the most  
part as I am modeling all the details insignias, name and registry.

Now save the model if you have not already done so, you can press the small case (s) on the keyboard to save.



The Tear-Drop 

This section can frustrate many modelers to get right. 

This is the Backdrop Layout we saved at the start of the tutorial, we need to change the Forward View-Port so it shows the 
aft blueprint.

Start by changing the Front View-Port to the Back View-Port (1) as you see in the image above.



As you can see above the front view backdrop is gone once we have switched to the Back View. its still there but no longer 
viewable. So open the Display Options, you can use the keyboard shortcut (d) here to open.

In the Botl View-Port (1) or the bottom left is now empty, using the image load (2) option look for the aft or back image of  
the ship you prepared at the beginning, I called it NCC-1701 – Master 05 Aft View.



Remember the image set up.

                                                                         1. View-port: Choose view-port.
                                                                         2. load image: Load required image.
                                                                         3. Invert: I find it easier to have the image backdrops inverted to black.
                                                                         4. Pixel Blending: Brings the images into better focus.
                                                                         5. Image Resolution: Brings the images into better focus.
                                                                         6. Automatic Size: As high as possible
You can also re-save the backdrop images as a new preset file, I gave it the name 03 NCC – 1701 Master Aft, for future use.

We only need to concentrate our build within the red rectangle area seen above, the colored lines, the Orange and Green line 
depict the Z-axis and X-axis respectively, do not allow your Points or surfaces to move over these areas if possible.



Using the Pen tool
To create the shape of the tear-drop the pen tool, it give us the means to create a very rough shape, this process is called is  
SubPatching, also go to the next layer to build this. 

(1). Select Create, in the Top Bar Tabs, (2). Select the Pen Tool, needed to create the Points that will help form the shape. 
(3). In Point Mode (4). You can see I used (8) Points. 
Using the Pen Tool you start at Point (5) and move around to finish at point (6). once you are finished going around you can 
see in the perspective view a new surface shape has been made, now make it press Enter or Make.

If the surface is facing the wrong way, press (f) on your keyboard to Flip it. We want the surface facing along the +Z axis 
(or forward) so when we Extrude back along the -Z axis we create the shape without the need of Flipping (f) each surface.



This is what you should see, the surface shade is on the other side so Rotate the Perspective View-Port (V-P) around to see 
it, use the rotation control situated along side the magnifying glass icon, Don’t move the object!

Now we Extrude the new geometry back along the (minus) -Z axis, extrude is found under the Multiply in the Top Bar Tabs

Press Extrude and then press the Numeric Tool or keyboard letter (n), Then enter (minus) -8' in the Z axis field, the result 
we get this new section of the object you see above in the perspective V-P, and now Make it by pressing (ret) or Make on the 
bottom bar.

We have to keep working this way back, until we reach the back or aft of the tear drop shape and we have to tweak the  
Points and surface line in so it conforms to the curve of the hull a lot better. 



For the next operation we are going to use a new tool, the Stretch Tool with this we can adjust all the Points together and not 
individually, which is a real drag. I am going to show you 2 approaches to using the Stretch Tool. 
 

Stretch Points option (1). Start by selecting the Points you see in the image, not the inner most  Points resting on the central 
grid Cross-Hair line, these are not to be moved and it will be easier to use the Top View-Port for this.

This is the manual way to use the Stretch Tool and for goes the use of the Numeric Tool, by pressing the right mouse button 
and sliding/dragging the cursor in the desired direction, in this case toward the X-axis to create our object.

To be sure that the Stretch Tool will work as we want it too, press mode on the bottom bar options. See that its set to Action 
Center: Mouse or you can press Shift + F5 to active it.



Stretch Points Option 2. This is the way I like to use the Stretch Tool for the section, press Stretch on the Side Tool Bar then 
the Numeric Tool (n) to open the addition options and change the Horizontal Factor to 98.0% in the Z-axis and Apply and 
the selected Points move inward as we want them.

You should place the cursor in the view-port your working in, and with the right mouse button and click over the desired  
area, this is to set the Stretch Tool to function properly and establish coordinates, in this case we start in the top view-port  
unless other wise directed.

Now we have this new object, we need to Flip the surface keyboard letter (f) you see highlighted area above. we need this 
Flipped so we can Extrude the surface again.



You see in the image the Flipped surface, now repeat the extrude action you made the first time, then press the (n) Numeric 
Tool and enter -8´ in the Z-axis area and we get this new section appears as you see below in the Perspective View-Port and 
now make it. 

You need to select the Points indicated and move them inward toward the X-axis, to do this place your cursor on the inner 
most point as indicated, then select the Stretch Tool, press (n) for the Numeric Tool change the horizontal factor to 95.0% in 
the Z-axis and apply to make the change.

Remember click the cursor in the view-port your working in. Top view-port in this case.



You will have to repeat this action on all the new segments we make using this process. Its a very repetitive area, you really  
just repeat the same Flip, Extrude and Stretch action to make the rough shape, until we get to the Aft Section that curves 
slightly. 

Now you need to select the surface as before and Flip (f) it as you can see it above.

Once the surface is Flipped, keep the surface selected and Extrude it again as directed above opening the (n) Numeric Tool 
and enter (-11') in the Z-axis area and make it. Enter.

As you can see there as a Green Arrow indicating in the image above, where the curve of the top area of the tear drop starts  
to curve down. 



In the next Extrude action we will working in the Top View-Port and the Side View-Port.

But first we carry on with adjustments to the Points in the top view and pull them inward, select the Stretch Tool then press 
the Numeric Tool (n) to change the Horizontal Factor to 90.0% in the Z-axis and Apply.

Press keyboard letter (f) to Flip the highlighted surface. Now we have to select the Points as before, but this time we need to 
work from not only the Top View-Port but follow that with a second move from the Side View-Port to follow the top curve 
of the tear-drop shape.



In this new Flipped surface, repeat the Extruding action´s as described above to create a new section, and as I mentioned we 
will be Stretching the Points in this new area to not only fit the Top View-Port as we have been doing so far, but also to pull 
the Points down in the Side View-Port to conform to the top curve of the Tear-Drop shape.

You have extruded the Flipped surface as directed and now select the Points above, then press the Stretch Tool clicking your 
mouse over the inner most point, then the (n)  Numeric Tool to change the  Horizontal Factor to  83.0% in the Z-axis and 
Apply.

The second move is in the Side View-Port (2)

Select the  Points  you see highlighted except the  Lower Point indicated by the yellow/red arrow´s then select the  Stretch 
Tool clicking cursor in the Side View-Port (2), to set the coordinates.  



Now using the  Numeric Tool  (n) and change the  Vertical Factor to  94.0%  in the X-axis and Apply, The selected  Points 
should drop down as can be seen in the image above.

Now repeat the same Flip, Extrude and Stretch to fix. no point me showing you this process again. When you Extrude as 
before, enter -11' in the extrude Z-axis option, we don´t need to change it.

When the Flip & Extrude is done select the Points as before in the Top View-Port except the Inner Most Point, press the 
Stretch Tool then the (n) Numeric Tool, and change the Horizontal Factor to 78.0 % in the Z-axis and Apply. 



For this part, select the Points indicated but leave the Bottom 3 Points in the Side-View only, select the Stretch Tool, then 
press (n) for the Numeric Tool, change to Vertical Factor & enter 86.0% in the X-axis and Apply, you will see the selected 
Points drop down a bit.

Now select the remaining bottom 3 Points and move these down so that it is resting on the curve of the Primary Hull, use 
Stretch Points option 1(manually) this time and the Ctrl button to constrain the movement.

You can place the cursor over the top most selected point and slightly drag your mouse up or down depending, and move 
the Points. 



Again Flip and Extrude the new surface 

Enter same values as before in the Extrude option so just to repeat, select Extrude and then press the (n) Numeric Tool and 
enter -11' in the Z-axis. 

In all I have Flipped, Extrude and Stretch to fit (6) time to get it to where I want it.

Now we have to fix this, the last of the Flip, Extrude and Stretch options and adjust the Points to fit the curve of the hull. 



In the top (1) view-port. select the  Points above, then select the  Stretch Tool, press (n)  Numeric Tool to change to the 
Horizontal Factor and enter 69.5% in the Z-axis and Apply.

See result below

Now in the  Side View-Port  (2), select the  Points you see above & press the  Stretch Tool, followed as always by the (n) 
Numeric Tool open the addition options and change to the Horizontal Factor and enter 83.0 % in the X-axis and Apply.



Note that you need to move the bottom/lower Points down again as before, I have highlighted the 2 Points to move, simply 
select them both in the Side View-Port and move them down, press Ctrl to constrain.

We now have to clean this up a bit, we have accumulated a lot of unnecessary Points and surfaces inside the body of our 
object, these will have to be removed now.

Press keyboard letter (a) to fit the object into our work area and with Points in the Bottom Bar Options selected, move your 
cursor around the area between the object ends with the Right Mouse Button pressed. What we are doing is selecting all the 
Points in the center area of the tear-drop shape so we can clean it up by removing all unnecessary  Points and Polygon 
surfaces.



You should see Sel: 80 Points in the field above Points on the Bottom Bar Tab. once done press (m) on your keyboard to 
Merge Points. keep 1. point Polygons selected. You should be left with Sel: 40 Points. If you Extruded back as many as I 
did.

Sel: stands for Selected.

We still need to clean this a little more.

In the top right view-port perspective and rotate the view-port around, move the  View-port and  not the Object, you will 
mess up the alignment we have work so hard to set up, I know I have done it in the past to my frustration.



You will need to delete the highlighted surfaces, if the inner and lower surface remain the SubPatching shape we make will 
be deformed and ruined.

Now we have a view of the inner area and you will see 5 Polygon surface acting like ribs, select them all and delete them,  
again leave the ends where they are as we will need them for the next part. 

Select the rear surface, then press the Lathe Tool found under multiply in the Top Bar Tabs and in the Side Bar Tools in the 
extend area, after pressing Lathe press (n) for the Numeric Tool and in the indicated fields enter these settings below.



In the sides give it 2, then set it to the Y-axis, following with the end angle of 90º degrees, also have the Center X set to 0 to 
have it on the Center Grid line. 

You will have to remove the surfaces you see highlighted above, found within the object and inner most and bottom areas,  
delete them.



Also you may find some useless Vertices, indicated in the image above so remove it as it will only case surface trouble later.

Select these Points and press (m) to Merge the Points here, as there may be a wider gap between the inner Points. This time 
change the options as you see in the above image to change the range from automatic to fixed and give the distance (1'). 



Once pressed you should have (9) Points eliminated. The line between the Points could be slightly out of position, so I want  
to fix this and we are going to use the Stretch Tool for this operation.

You can use the Stretch Tool and by placing the cursor over the bottom point indicated and with the Ctrl key pressed to  
constrain the stretch move to straighten the line with the right mouse button.



Now we need to adjust the shape of what we have just made, select the Points you see indicated in the triangle (13 for me), 
and we are going to use the Stretch Tool to pull the selected Points in the Top View-Port up toward the top of the triangle.

When you place the cursor over the top point, press  Stretch Tool  and Ctrl and shift the position of the Points  so that the 
further most Points rest where the curve of the tear-drop ends.

You see that the Points to the side also need to be tighten in and then deselect the Inner Points and leave the Outer Points on, 
so they can be moved. 



Again in the top view.

Press the Stretch Tool and Ctrl and move the point into this new position approx.

Now for the side-view. We are going to select the point (as directed) and we will rotate them to new positions.

To rotate select the Points indicated and place the cursor over the single point and now use the Rotate Tool, the rotate tool is 
found under modify in the Top Bar Tabs, don´t use the Ctrl key here, when you press the Rotate Tool you will see a + plus 
shape in the center of a curved icon, I created a rough shape of the rounder icon in the lower right in the image above. 
Place and click (RMB) that + plus over the Point to fix the position / coordinates for the tool and rotate down so the selected 
Points move to the desired positions.



Another way to do it, is you can click the cursor + over the point after selecting rotate and then pressing the ( n) Numerical 
Option and entering 6.0´ in the angle window and X axis then apply this new value. 

All you need to do is repeat the action on all the side horizontal lines and Points moving up so to reflect that curve as best as 
you can or until you have it as I do in the following image. 

This is what you should have after all is done. Note the angle of the horizontal lines.



Now if you find that the lines among the Points are not straight, you can fix it by selecting the Points on the line and using  
the Stretch Tool and the cursor over any point and with the Ctrl key pressed and shift/drag the Points until you have them as  
you want them.  

I like to keep the lines as straight as I can, I think it make for a better built model or at least the impression I get looking at  
other models.

Now we go to work on the front curved area of the tear-drop shape. 

Go to the front of the object and select the foreword surface, we are going to Lathe this, but first Flip the surface (f) so it's 
facing the other way, opposite to the image above.



Now enter the info you see in the fields above. 
Sides: 9
Axis: Y

End Angle: -90º, 
The angle may be the opposite direction for you,  but enter 90º whatever the case maybe. 

Note that the center X and Z are set to 0 ft. but the Y is filled with numbers, if you are numbers indicate
in the X and Z axis replace them with 0.ft. This will ensure that they are resting in the center of the grid

where we want them.

The surfaces you see above highlighted are to be deleted for the same reasons as before with the aft section. 



Then once done select all the Points on the X-axis (down the center line) select keyboard letter (v) to Set-Value. 

What set-value is doing is flattening the selected point to the center line in this case the X-axis. 

Now look again to the back of the object there is one more task to do before we can go on. 

Select the 2 Polygons shaped as triangles and Merge them, you can do this by pressing Shift + z,  then deselect. what we are 
going to do now is mirror the half tear-drop shape.



Mirror tool is found under multiply and on the Side Bar Tools under  Duplicate, select  MirrorX. Now we have the basic 
shape and it conforms to the overall look of the Tear-Drop Shape and we can now go forward with the model, we are now 
going to SubPatch this part of the model. 

SubPatching is where you have a basic shape and is subdivided it into a more rounded shape which is what we want here.
 Check the link below for more information.  

Subpatching

Press your Tab key (above your capital lock on your key-board) to SubPatch it and see what happens.

Its looking good, especially in the Top Right View-port.

http://lightwiki.net/wiki/All_about_Subpatch_Modeling


A nice curved and smooth Tear-Drop Shape, did you spend any tears on it? I hope not as I found it was the quickest way I  
have ever built this shape. Thanks to Scifieric´s for his blender tutorial for this approach part of the model. 
Well this is my result and with the other two object included, (note that the Bridge is not as smooth, don´t worry as I have  
yet to show the surface options).

We are not finished yet, there is more to do but not much more.

Select all the Points on this line you see above and place the cursor as directed and then using Stretch Tool with Ctrl also  
pressed to constrain the move as before.
Note: you cannot straighten the line seen in  Wire-Frame Mode (right-side) V-P as it  is part  of the curve, we are only 
straightening the Points connected to it.

http://www.3dscifi.com/forums/showthread.php?2367-How-to-Build-the-Starship-USS-Enterprise-in-Blender-2.49-WARNING-Image-Intensive!


Now select the (3) other Points and place the cursor over the upper Points (2) as indicated and using the Stretch Tool tighten 
into a single line. 

With the Stretch Tool and Ctrl key press draw back the single point to where the 2 other Points are located.

One of the Points will drop below the other 2 Points after the move, adjust again if so to be level with the 2 upper Points,  
still using the Stretch Tool. 



Select the 3 other Points and place the cursor over the upper point as indicated and using the Stretch Tool and tighten into a 
single line with the Ctrl key pressed drawing back the single point to where the 2 other Points are located.    

Again one of the Points will drop below the other 2 Points. Adjust again if so to be level with the 2 upper Points, still using  
the Stretch Tool

Note that the wire-frame lines on the SubPatched surface are still curved.

This is to ensure that we minimize the chance of any dip or groves in the shape that could ruin the smoothness of the shape.



Also see to the top Points across the shape to see that all are level, select the Points and using the Stretch Tool (with Ctrl 
pressed) slightly draw them to an even level. (if necessary) be careful here and go slowly.

Now we need to Freeze this SubPatch shape, you can do this under the Construct Section on the Top Bar or press Ctrl+D on 
your keyboard 



This is the result of freezing the object, we don´t need all this mess at the top, so select all and Merge them (Shift+z).

Straighten the Points if you think its needed. 

Then open the point statistic (w) on the keyboard and select the 0 Polygons, and delete them. If I have done this right and  
assuming that this was easy enough to follow, this is now finished.

For the tear-drop object I will give the name 0003 Teardrop, using the surface (q) option

 Note on non-planer Polygons
When you press (w) in Polygon mode you may find some Polygon surface are non-planer this is when Lightwave cannot 

work out the direction they are within the 3D field, there is one or 2 ways to fix this.

1. Triangulate the non-planer (possibly the best option here)
2. See if moving a few Points at the edges of the Polygon around keeping an eye on statistics panel to see the result.   

3. Bandsaw through the problem areas and see if that helps, but I doubt it helps much. 

Let me know how you get on with this and if you find a solution that reduces the non-planer so I can add it to a revised 
tutorial in the future.  



As I mentioned before I would talk about the surface options, with this you can set the textures or maps, you can also alter  
the Specularity, Glossiness and Reflection, these and the other setting add to the look of the model and feel of the model, 

Next up is the Primary Hull or the saucer section of the ship were we will using the Lathe tool again.

This re-work is copyright to Gerard Duffy aka Taranis 2012.
Please don´t alter or distribute this without first seeking permission. 


